Art Knowledge Organiser
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8.
Proportion

Tone

Verb: To Adjust something so

Showing light and
dark areas (B>9B Pencils as

It has a particular relationship
to something else.

Year 9

Portrait and Figurative Art
Contemporary Damien
Artist
Hirst

controversial pieces of Art.

well as using colour to shade)
9.

Form

A modern British artist well
known for lavish and

3d shape of an object/ to
Shade in a direction to

2

create the illusion of a solid

Measure

A standard unit to express the
amount of something.

shape.
10.

Embellish

Verb: To make more

Leonardo

An Italian renaissance artist.

Da Vinci

A scientist, inventor,
Architect-Best known for

attractive by the addition of

3
Divide

AO1

GCSE Art Criteria:
Studying the work of artists

4
Portrait

A drawing, painting, photo,

12.

AO2

Sculpture etc. of a persons

different materials to

5

develop own ideas.
A drawing, painting, photo,

13

AO3

sculpture etc. of a persons

Portrait or

An artist who creates

Figurative

works of art using the face

Artists

or body as their main theme.

GCSE Art Criteria:

To record ideas.

body

Through photographs
and drawing for example.

14.

AO4

Cultural

Day of the

Mexican celebration of

reference

Dead

past relatives ‘Souls Day’
1st/2nd November

GCSE Art Criteria:
To experiment with

Face.

Figurative

Painting the Mona Lisa.

decorative details or features

To separate into parts.
11.

7

Classic Artist

GCSE Art Criteria:
To produce a personal
response/final piece to
theme.

SOW
Overview

You will study portraiture and figurative
art for one half term . The lessons will be
delivered through teacher led demonstrations to improve your skills.. You will
look at how artists and cultures have
worked with this theme and respond in
their style.
The second half term will be based
around local art and engaging you in a
community art piece
We will refer to how your work will meet the
GCSE criteria to prepare you for Year 10 i.

